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The Global Watch Weekly (GWW) is committed to providing disclosure on political,
social, economic and technological events which are leading the world into a biblically
prophesied Orwellian nightmare. It is an online magazine, which goes out to thousands
of members world-wide. There have been over 200+ GWW editions issued all justifying
the Bible as an inspired authority on mapping out proof of a coming one world
government agenda, which will ultimately be overthrown through the establishment of
God's messianic kingdom.
The ultimate aim of the Global Watch Weekly is to show that despite some scathing
attacks over the last few decades on the authenticity of the Christian faith, that the
Bible still stands as a dominant inspired book which makes incredible and pinpoint
prophecies about the end times which are being accurately fulfilled in our life time.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
“The Number one weekly report which
provides concrete evidence of a New World
Order & One World Government agenda”
This special edition is a FREE report. Please
spread it as much as possible and let others
know about the website above.

INTRODUCTION
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
If I said to you that I had a revelation there would be a coming war in which Canada was to come
against Mexico wouldn't you find It strange if there was no mention of the United States of
America. Why? Because the United States is the land mass that separates Canada from Mexico.
Hopefully this provides a very simplistic introduction to this weeks global watch weekly.
One of the things that annoys me about bible prophecy is when bible prophecy commentators
ignore critical and key information that helps to provide the clarity needed for a proper contextual
understanding.
For so long many bible prophecy commentators have commented about Ezekiel 38 and 39 and a
coming prophetical war against Israel by nations from the north and south of Israel. The invaders
listed in Ezekiel 38 are a subject of debate but with most seeing the northern invaders as Russia,
Turkey and Iran being the primary constituents when one analyses the ancient biblical names of
Magog, Meshech, Tubal, Persia, Gomer and Beth-Togarmah.
From the south comes Cush and Put. The word Cush has a Hebrew root meaning black, and can
be representative some of the black races of Africa like Ethiopia, Sudan and Somalia, while Put
historically represents the northern part of the African continent; Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco,
Mauritania. The common denominator among these nations is religion (Islam) not race.
Whilst Ezekiel refers to some nations as we see above by ancient names it can also be seen that
Ezekiel also referred to other nations by names which we still call them today. For instance
Ezekiel many times refers to Egypt as Egypt and Syria as Syria.
This is seen in Ezekiel 29 where Ezekiel makes a prophecy against Egypt. Some have tried to
use the argument that the term Cush includes Egypt but in Ezekiel 29:10 the prophet makes it
clear that he saw Egypt and Cush as being distinct. And in Ezekiel 27:16 we see the mention of
Syria in most bible versions although the NIV translates the word as “Aram”.
However in Ezekiel 38 there is no mention of Egypt, or Syria (Aram). This is strange because the
invading hosts would have to go through Egypt and Syria to get to Israel as both these nations
are directly south and north of Israel.
For years many bible prophecy commentators have been able to get away with overlooking this
critical absence by trying to draw Egypt and Syria into the invading host by saying they are under
the ancient names of Cush and Togarmah respectively. However we know from the book of
Ezekiel that Ezekiel knew them by the names we know them today and referred to them in this
way throughout his writings.
This puzzle has been addressed in recent years notably by Bill Salus a bible prophecy researcher
who has conducted extensive work on understanding the middle east in bible prophecy. In this
edition of the global watch weekly we examine some of the insights that Salus has shared over
the years. We have to admit there are still particular complexities outstanding especially in
regards to harmonizing Salus approach with Daniel 11:40-44 but that is a matter for another
edition.
Blessings.
Kevin Farringdon (Chief Editor of the Global Watch Weekly)
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MISSING FOR A REASON
EZEKIEL 38: THE WAR TO COME
For many years we have been following the
conventional view of Ezekiel 38 and 39, the illfated invasion attempt of Magog and its allies,
notably Iran. With the growing tensions between
Iran—as an ostensible nuclear power—and
Israel, these passages are the subject of much
current discussion and debate.
“And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of
man, set thy face against Gog, the land of Magog, the chief
prince of Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him,
And say, Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against
thee, O Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal: And I
will turn thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will
bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen,
all of them clothed with all sorts of armour, even a great
company with bucklers and shields, all of them handling
swords: Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them
with shield and helmet: Gomer, and all his bands; the
house of Togarmah of the north quarters, and all his bands:
and many people with thee. Be thou prepared, and prepare
for thyself, thou, and all thy company that are assembled
unto thee, and be thou a guard unto them.” Ezekiel 38:1-7

However, the conventional view still leaves a
number of puzzling inconsistencies and
contradictions. Ezekiel 38 indicates that Israel is
dwelling safely and “without walls.”

The Victor: God.
The (intended) Victim: Israel.
The Invaders: Magog, Meshech, Tubal, Persia,
Ethiopia (Cush), Libya (Put), Gomer, and
Togarmah (commonly taught to represent
Russia, Turkey, Iran, Black Islamic Africa and
Islamic North Africa)
The Protestors: Sheba, Dedan, the merchants of
Tarshish and their Young Lions.

The prophecy informs that, in the latter years the
invaders will attack Israel to capture plunder and
“Thus saith the Lord God; It shall also come to pass, that at booty. They covet Israel’s economic prosperity
the same time shall things come into thy mind, and thou and conspire militarily to confiscate this livelihood
shalt think an evil thought: And thou shalt say, I will go up as part of their spoils of war.
to the land of unwalled villages; I will go to them that are at
rest, that dwell safely, all of them dwelling without walls,
and having neither bars nor gates, To take a spoil, and to
take a prey; to turn thine hand upon the desolate places
that are now inhabited, and upon the people that are
gathered out of the nations, which have gotten cattle and
goods, that dwell in the midst of the land.” Ezekiel 38:10-12

Yet, when we visit there we are confronted with a
430-mile-long wall 25 feet high. And being
shelled continually with hundreds of missiles from
both the Hamas and Hezbollah is hardly dwelling
“safely. ”
It is also significant to notice that the motivation
of the invasion attempt by Magog and its allies is
to take spoil: gold, silver, cattle and goods. The
Ezekiel account also includes participants from
distant lands.
Ezekiel 38 and 39 involves at least fourteen
participants in the prophecy. They are;

As the victor, the Lord, not America, prevents this
from occurring by utilizing supernatural means to
defeat these invaders. These miraculous events
are described in Ezekiel 38:18-39:6.
Meanwhile, as the epic event unfolds, the
protestors complain about the evil intentions of
the invaders. Their protests are lodged in the
questions in Ezekiel 38:13 quoted below.
“Sheba, Dedan, the merchants of Tarshish, and all their
young lions will say to you, ‘Have you come to take
plunder? Have you gathered your army to take booty, to
carry away silver and gold, to take away livestock and
goods, to take great plunder?” Ezekiel 38:13

The modern-day equivalents of these protestors
today are commonly understood and taught to
be;
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Sheba: Yemen, where the Iranian proxies, the
Houthis, exist today.
Dedan: Saudi Arabia and perhaps parts of the
Gulf Cooperative Council (GCC) Arab Gulf
States.
Tarshish: Great Britain
Young Lions: The colonies that came from the
UK, namely The United States of America,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada etc
This leaves us with a puzzling anomaly: the
players listed in Ezekiel seem to exclude any of
the bordering nations. They all seem to be
nations which share no common border with
Israel.
Where are the Palestinians? The Lebanese? The
Syrians? The Iraqis? The Jordanians? The
Egyptians? Although scholars are somewhat
split as to who all the other enjoining coalition
member nations are, they all tend to agree that
no explicit reference is made to the inclusion of
Palestinians, Syrians, Egyptians, Lebanese, or
Jordanians.

This would not make sense since looking at a
map the middle east these nations are
immediately adjacent to Israel. Probably more
importantly Ezekiel describes this invasion as
coming from the north yet both Lebanon and
Syria are directly north of Israel yet are not
mentioned in this chapter.
How could both these nations not be implicated
in Ezekiel 38 when they are in the direct path of
this invasion which Ezekiel describes as coming
from the north of Israel?
In their zeal have the prophecy buffs managed to
put the colloquial cart before the proverbial
horse? Certainly the events described in Ezekiel
38 and 39 are slated to arrive soon, but are they
indeed scheduled next? There exists a litany of
questions that should be appropriately answered
before any scholar dare flip the pages of the
prophetic calendar forward to the date of this
Goliath Ezekiel event. Newspaper exegesis
makes for sensational reporting, but has no
inherent ability to accelerate the final fulfillment of
a Bible prophecy.
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Before we list the flurry of questions, let’s ponder
the most obvious one, which is; why are the
Palestinians, and their Arab neighbors from
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, and Jordan,
not declared by Ezekiel to be enlisted members
in the Russian – Iranian led coalition? These are
the nations that have proven to be the most
observable opponents of the Jewish State, since
its inception in 1948. It is through much of their
Arab soil, that Russia, Iran, and their cohorts
intend to travel in order to invade Israel. This
question will be answered further on in this
article, but for now let’s explore the following
additional questions. Is Israel:







A people dwelling securely, yashab betach
in the Hebrew language? (Ezekiel 38:8)
A people dwelling without walls? (Ezekiel
38:11)
A nation at peace in the Middle East?
(Ezekiel 38:11)
One of the wealthiest nations in the world?
(Ezekiel 38:13)
A people who have acquired “great
plunder”? (Ezekiel 38:13)
Recognized as a Sovereign Nation, by the
international community? (Ezekiel 38:8)

These questions address some of the
prerequisite conditions required for the stage to
be appropriately set for the Russian – Iranian led
nuclear equipped invasion of Israel. Furthermore
Ezekiel 38:8 describes the Jewish people, as
being regathered from the nations of the world,
and returning to the mountains of Israel, which
had long been desolate. Though the Jewish
people are being restored back to their ancient
promised land, the honest answers to the above
questions are, in each case No!
Israel is not dwelling securely; In the summer of
2006, they had over 4000 rockets fired upon
Haifa and other northern locations out of
Lebanon from the Hezbollah. Additionally, the
Hamas are still a constant threat from the Gaza
area. Then of course there were the wars of
1948, 1956, 1967, and 1973. Likewise Israel is
not a people dwelling without walls; to the
contrary, they have constructed a huge 25 foot
high, soon to be 403 miles long, wall in the midst
of their land, intended to partition Palestinian
terrorists away from Israel proper.

No it does not appear as though Israel is
presently a nation at peace in the Middle East,
whose sovereignty is officially recognized by all
their Arab neighbors. Neither has Israel become
one of the wealthiest nations in the world, as a
result of acquiring “great plunder”, which
Biblically alludes to the spoils obtained as the
result of a war. In fact Israel continues to forfeit
land, their most valuable asset, in an attempt to
obtain peace with their Arab neighbors.
So then if the prerequisite conditions are not yet
come into alignment for the final fulfillment of the
Ezekiel 38 and 39 prophecies, what is the next
major ground shaking prophetic event foretold to
unfold in the Middle East? What dare the Bible
say will happen in the most perplexing region on
planet Earth? Will it be an event that serves to
bring Israel into appropriate – alignment with the
stage – setting requirements that facilitate the
fulfillment of Ezekiel’s invasion?
PSALMS 83: THE KEY
Yes, now we have some Yes answers to
introduce. Yes something else of epic proportion
is foretold in the Bible to occur in the Middle East!
Yes its conclusion will bring forth the
announcement that the world theater is now
readied for the nuclear equipped advance of the
Russian – Iranian led invasion. Yes, it does
adequately answer the fundamental question of
why the Arab populations listed above are
nowhere to be found in the Russian – Iranian
coalition. Are you ready?
It is extremely provocative to contrast the
attackers of Ezekiel 38 with the participants
described in Psalm 83, which details immediate
neighbouring combatants in the last days who will
also rise up against Israel. Furthermore, they also
have a distinctively different agenda than the
parties in the Ezekiel account:
“Keep not thou silence, O God: hold not thy peace, and be
not still, O God. For, lo, thine enemies make a tumult: and
they that hate thee have lifted up the head. They have
taken crafty counsel against thy people, and consulted
against thy hidden ones. They have said, Come, and let us
cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel
may be no more in remembrance. For they have consulted
together with one consent: they are confederate against
thee:” Psalm 83:1-5
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This appears to be a significant difference from
the motivation of Magog and his allies, which is to
take spoil. These combatants are the immediate
neighbors, which continue to harass and torment
Israel today and are unabashedly committed to
wiping Israel off the map!
Furthermore, the specific players highlighted here
are nearby, and not the ones included in the
Ezekiel account:
“The tabernacles of Edom, and the Ishmaelites; of Moab,
and the Hagarenes; Gebal, and Ammon, and Amalek; the
Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre; Assur also is joined
with them: they have holpen the children of Lot. Selah.
“Psalm 83:6-8

The Judgment against Edom is mentioned in
more Old Testament books than it is against any
other foreign nation and many may be surprised
that the identity of the “Tents of Edom” includes
the “Palestinians” of today. As the Babylonians
took Judah into captivity, the Edomites
(“Idumeans” in Greek), under pressure from the
Nabateans in the east, moved west and
established their own “Idumea” encompassing
Hebron and environs.

The other members of the Confederation can be
easily identified with any good concordance or
Bible Handbook.
“Do unto them as unto the Midianites; as to Sisera, as to
Jabin, at the brook of Kison: Which perished at Endor: they
became as dung for the earth. Make their nobles like Oreb,
and like Zeeb: yea, all their princes as Zebah, and as
Zalmunna: Who said, Let us take to ourselves the houses
of God in possession.” Psalm 83:9-12

These Arab peoples referred to by their ancient
territorial names in Psalm 83, come together in
one last crazed attempt to destroy the Jewish
State of Israel. This will prove to be a fatal
mistake for these Arab confederates. They will
meet up with the technologically advanced
arsenal of weapons possessed by the powerful
army of Israel. It will be a matter of Israel’s
survival, and their army will prevail. In victory,
“O my God, make them like a wheel; as the stubble before
the wind. As the fire burneth a wood, and as the flame
setteth the mountain on fire; So persecute them with thy
tempest, and make them afraid with thy storm. Fill their
faces with shame; that they may seek thy name, O LORD.
Let them be confounded and troubled for ever; yea, let
them be put to shame, and perish” Psalm 83:13-17
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Importantly all the members of the Confederacy
detailed in Psalm 83 are Muslim nations. Each of
them is the subject of specific judgments which
are detailed in Ezekiel 25 through 32. However,
the principal issue of the entire episode is to
make a specific point:
That men may know that thou, whose name
alone is JEHOVAH, art the most high over all the
earth. Psalm 83:18
His name alone is Jehovah, not Allah, the moongod. And the Abrahamic Covenant has not been
repealed! If this view is correct, it suggests a very
dramatic prelude to the events of Ezekiel 38

The assault took place a day after Saudi Arabia’s top
Western ally the United States pulled out of a deal with Iran
over its disputed nuclear program and could signal an
uptick in tensions between Riyadh and regional rival
Tehran.”

The Houthis are busy helping Iran spread its
hegemony throughout the Middle East. Some
suspect the Houthis, who were given missiles by
Iran, are testing the proficiency of these missiles,
by using Saudi Arabia as a punching bag. The
purpose in part, is to confirm that Hezbollah’s
150,000 Iranian provided missiles will be effective
against a war with Israel.

At the very least, it is observable that the Houthis
in Yemen are currently enemies of the Saudis.
HOUTHIS: PROXY OF IRAN
Yet, in Ezekiel 38:13, we see that Yemen, as
The emphasis is put upon Iran and its present Sheba, and Saudi Arabia, as Dedan, are aligned
proxies, who are, Hezbollah, Syria, Hamas and together protesting Iran’s participation in the
the Houthis. Iran also has a burgeoning presence Magog invasion of Israel. The glaring question is:
“Why is Yemen not included among the Magog
within Iraq.
invaders?” The probable answer is that
Iran-aligned Houthis in Yemen fire missiles at Saudi capital something adverse happens to the Houthis
– Reuters 5/8/18
before Ezekiel 38, that eliminates them as an
“Yemen’s Houthis fired a salvo of ballistic missiles at Saudi effective proxy of Iran.
Arabia’s capital on Wednesday – an attack Saudi
authorities said they intercepted in the skies over Riyadh.
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HEZBOLLAH: PROXY OF IRAN

the Syrian revolution. Yet, there is no mention of
Syria, Assyria, Damascus, Hamath or Arpad
Iran hails ‘victory against Israel’ by its proxy Hezbollah in
among the Magog Invaders. These are the
Lebanon elections – Times of Israel 5/8/18
biblical names for modern-day Syria. Ezekiel
“A senior Iranian official on Tuesday hailed the “victory” of alludes to these names at least twelve times in
the Hezbollah terrorist group in Lebanese elections as a his forty-eight chapters, but not once in Ezekiel
success in the “fight against Israel” and the United States.”
38.
Hezbollah is a major threat to Israel. Estimates
However, Assyria shows up in the Psalm 83
are that they have about 150,000 advanced
prophecy. Damascus is destroyed in the
missiles pointed at a bank of strategic Israeli
prophecies within Isaiah 17, and Damascus,
targets. Some analysts suspect that when Iran
Hamath and Arpad are the subjects of Jeremiah
gives its Hezbollah proxy the green light to war
49:23-27. “Why isn’t Syria listed alongside Iran in
against Israel, that with the amount of launchers
Ezekiel 38?” Is it because Damascus gets
they have, could launch 1000 missiles per day
destroyed in Isaiah 17 beforehand?
into the Jewish state.
HAMAS: PROXY OF IRAN
Yet, we see no resemblance of Hezbollah
mentioned among the Ezekiel invaders. HAMAS AND IRAN CLOSEST THEY’VE BEEN
Hezbollah hails from Lebanon, and if they were SINCE SYRIAN WAR, SENIOR OFFICIAL SAYS
part of the Ezekiel prophecy, they would likely be – Jerusalem Post 3/28/18
identified by the biblical names for Lebanon,
which are Lebanon, Tyre, Sidon, or Gebal. None As this Jerusalem Post headline points out,
of these names are listed in Ezekiel 38, however, Hamas is another Iranian proxy terrorist group.
Tyre and Gebal are listed in the Psalm 83 Hamas is located in the ancient biblical lands of
Philistia or Gaza among other names. Although
prophecy.
Philistia is identified in Psalm 83:7, it is nowhere
The question is: “Why isn’t Lebanon, Tyre, Sidon to be found in Ezekiel 38-39. “Why not?” Is it
or Gebal listed alongside Persia in Ezekiel 38:1- because Psalm 83 finds fulfillment prior to
6?” In his forty-eight chapters, Ezekiel refers to Ezekiel 38? Is that also why Hezbollah and
these places at least twenty times, but not even Assyria are not part of Ezekiel 38? All three of
an honorable mention in Ezekiel 38-39. these Iranian proxies today, were aligned
Additionally, perplexing is the fact that Ezekiel together in the 3000-year old prophecy of Psalm
38:15 and 39:2 specify that the Magog invaders 83.
attack from the North of Israel, which is the actual
“They have said, “Come, and let us cut them off from being
geographic location of Hezbollah in Lebanon.
Perhaps like the Houthis, Hezbollah has
something crippling happen to this terrorist group
that eliminates it from the Magog invasion.
SYRIA: AN ALLY OF IRAN
Israel strikes Iranian targets in Syria after rocket fire –
Reuters 5/9/18
“It was the heaviest Israeli barrage in Syria since the 2011
start of the civil war in which Iranians, allied Shi’ite Muslim
militias and Russian troops have deployed in support of
President Bashar al-Assad. The confrontation came two
days after the United States announced its withdrawal, with
Israel’s urging, from a nuclear accord with Iran.”

Iran has been instrumental in supporting
President Bashar al-Assad of Syria throughout

a nation, That the name of Israel may be remembered no
more.” For they have consulted together with one consent;
They form a confederacy against You: The tents of Edom
and the Ishmaelites; Moab and the Hagrites; Gebal,
Ammon, and Amalek; Philistia with the inhabitants of Tyre;
Assyria also has joined with them; They have helped the
children of Lot.” (Psalm 83:4-8)

THE REASON FOR EZEKIEL 38
Does Psalm 83 precede Ezekiel 38? Is that why
these Iranian proxies are missing in action in
Ezekiel 38-39 prophecies?
Why are the Palestinians and their Arab cohorts
not enjoined in the Ezekiel 38 and 39
prophecies? Today’s most observable Arab
opponents to the restoration of the nation Israel
collectively abstain due to the fact, that they are
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soon to be decimated by the might of the Israeli
Defense Force.

January 25, 2012, Haaretz – “Long-lost Starlings
Are Flying Back to Israel.”

How does Israel achieve peace in the Middle
East and obtain international recognition as the
sovereign Jewish State? It is through military
means rather than politically brokered Real
Estate deals, such as “The Roadmap Plan”.
When will the partition wall in Israel come down,
and the Jews dwell securely in the Middle East?
This will occur when the Jewish State expands
territorially, acquires great plunder, and becomes
regionally superior.

February 26, 2016, Times of Israel – “Why Israel
is a pilgrimage site for birds and bird-watchers.”

Digesting the above, Russia and Iran become
threatened by what will then be, the new and
improved, enlarged and in-charged future Israel.
As a result of the Israeli Conquest over the inner
circle of the core Arab nations that most closely
border Israel today, the Russians and Iranians
will promptly invite an outer circle of nations to
enjoin their coalition in an attempt to destroy the
Jewish State, and capture Israel’s newfound
fortunes.

CONCLUSION

It is then, and not before, that the prophecy buffs
can safely turn the next page of the prophetic
calendar forward and warn the world, that the
events of Ezekiel 38 and 39 are about to reveal
themselves.

January 23, 2017, Haaretz – “Israel’s 500 Million
Birds: The World’s Eighth Wonder”
April 25, 2017, Jerusalem Post – “Bird Makes a
Rare Stop in Israel After Wrong Turn.”
July 24, 2017, Jerusalem Post – “Israeli Vulture
Population on the Rise.””

Those who suggest Psalm 83 and Ezekiel 38 are
the same prophetic event bear the burden of
proof of locating the Psalm 83 confederates
inside the Ezekiel invasion. They must locate the
inner ring within the outer circle.
A relatively new theory, also connecting Ezekiel
38 with Psalm 83, suggests that the Arab League
is the Psalm 83 confederates. However, there are
twenty-two nations in the Arab League verses
only ten populations in Psalm 83. Additionally,
less than a handful of the twenty-two Arab
League conglomerates appear to be located with
the Ezekiel coalition.

Conversely, most all of the Psalm 83 populations
appear to be members of the Arab League.
The Ezekiel 39:17 birds of prey appear to be However, not all of the Arab League nations
already gathering in Israel. This implies that the appear to be enlisted in Psalm 83. Thus, in part
Ezekiel 38 invasion, which concludes with the one could concur that the Arab League may play
sacrificial meal, draws near. If this is the case, a role in spearheading this confederacy.
this makes sense because the local birds, rather However, it is difficult to know the size and scope
than those that have to migrate from great of that role.
distances, would be the immediate benefactors of
In conclusion, Psalm 83 and Ezekiel 38 are two
the sacrificial feast.
distinctly differing Israeli war prophecies. Psalm
“And as for you, son of man, thus says the Lord God, 83 is more than a mere imprecatory prayer, but is
‘Speak to every sort of bird and to every beast of the field: an
actual confederate effort, with listed
“Assemble yourselves and come; Gather together from all
participants, a specific mandate, and a genuine
sides to My sacrificial meal Which I am sacrificing for you,
A great sacrificial meal on the mountains of Israel, That you motive. Both events are yet to find final
fulfillment, but appear likely to be about to occur
may eat flesh and drink blood.”’” (Ezekiel 39:17)
soon, sequentially, and in rapid succession. In
Some interesting headlines below reference the the aftermath of Psalm 83, Israel probably
increased bird populations existing in Israel.
develops without much restriction, into the
May 14, 2007, Haaretz – “The Iraqi Bird(s) That sovereign Jewish State that the Ezekiel invaders
seek to invade.
Made Aliyah (to Israel).”
ANOTHER OBSERVATION
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